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PGY1 Only Form  
 
All medical students must complete a PGY1 Only Form which is in addition to your primary choice of 
residency training and, if applicable, your secondary choice of residency training. DO NOT submit this 
form as your second choice of residency training. 
 
The PGY1 Form is available in Other Resources section of the Physician Education website.  
 
HPSP applicants: 
Applicants not selected for either their first or second choice for categorical residency training will be 
required to complete a PGY1 in either Internal Medicine, General Surgery, or a Transitional year.  
Applicants must indicate to the Joint Graduate Medical Education Selection Board (JGMESB) if they 
wish to be considered for a PGY1 active duty (AD) program or not.  Applicants are required to rank all 
three PGY1 specialties for AD programs and should numerically rank the programs in order of interest.  
When selecting Internal Medicine, General Surgery or Transitional, do not forget you must rank order all 
the location preferences below each PGY1 program. Applicants who do not wish to be considered for a 
PGY1 at an AD location, indicate this in item 2 on the form. 
 
Individuals applying for a pre-selected position at an AD location must indicate which PGY1 program 
they would like to complete.  Please rank your preferences.  Examples of pre-selected specialties where 
the applicant has a choice of which PGY1 program they can complete are Ophthalmology and Radiology.  
Individuals pre-selected for training are typically given a PGY1 at the same location as the specialty 
training. 
 
Ensure you sign and date the page prior to uploading into MODS. 
 
USUHS applicants: 
Applicants not selected for either their first or second choice for categorical residency training will be 
required to complete a PGY1 in either Internal Medicine, General Surgery, or a Transitional year.  
Applicants must indicate to the Joint Graduate Medical Education Selection Board (JGMESB) if they 
wish to be considered for a PGY1 active duty (AD) program or not. USUHS students must apply for AD 
PGY1 training unless they have a special circumstance or hardship requiring a deferred PGY1. Physician 
Education must approve all special circumstances or hardships for a deferred PGY1 prior to the student 
uploading the PGY1 ONLY FORM into MODs. The student must also indicate their special circumstance 
or hardship in the comments/remarks section of the PGY1 page. Applicants are required to rank all three 
PGY1 specialties for AD programs and should numerically rank the programs in order of interest. When 
selecting Internal Medicine, General Surgery or Transitional, do not forget you must rank order all the 
location preferences below each PGY1 program. 
 
Individuals applying for a pre-selected position at an AD location must indicate which PGY1 program 
they would like to complete. Please rank your preferences. Examples of pre-selected specialties where the 
applicant has a choice of which PGY1 program they would like to do are Ophthalmology and Radiology. 
Individuals pre-selected for training are typically given a PGY1 at the same location as the specialty 
training. 
 
Ensure you sign and date the page prior to uploading into MODS. 

http://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/Organizations/Physician-Education-Branch/Application-Instructions/

